An intracellular recording study of stimulus-specific response properties in cat area 17.
Stimulus-specific response properties, such as direction or orientation selectivity, were studied intracellularly in cells recorded from area 17 of the cat. In all 5 direction selective complex cells and one orientation selective simple cell successfully studied, visually evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were tuned to the preferred direction or orientation. Visually evoked inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) were also tuned to the preferred direction/orientation of stimulus. IPSPs evoked by the non-preferred stimulus when present were smaller than those evoked by the preferred stimulus. IPSPs were undetected in two of the 5 cells tested. These results suggest that directionally/orientationally tuned EPSPs make a major contribution to stimulus specificity in visual cortical neurons but IPSPs evoked by a stimulus with null-direction/orientation may sharpen the stimulus specificity.